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Nothing transforms a room more than when it’s flooded with natural light. It 
elevates the overall aspect and enhances darkened space to provide a lighter 

and brighter outlook. Skypod from Eurocell is a versatile and innovative 
system of skylights for pitched and flat roofs combining contemporary looks 
with exceptional build quality to inspire your clients with an exciting and new 

interior experience.

1000 x 
2000

ONLY 
£645*

1000 x 
2000 ONLY

£885*

1000 x 
2000 ONLY 

£885*

The new slim-line Korniche is the next generation of aluminium thermally 
broken roof lanterns. With each component engineered to work perfectly with 

the next, the outcome is truly game changing. The Korniche roof 
lantern provides a traditional timber look with all the advantages of a 

thermally broken aluminium construction.

No need for unsightly roof bars! Unlike any other roof, an Atlas lantern roof 
from Premier Roof Systems has no clunky bars or supports cluttering the roof 

and no thick chunky frame dominating the glazing. Through engineering 
excellence the exterior of the Atlas lantern roofs boast modern straight lines 

along with super slim 40mm frame. Independent tests prove Atlas offers 
the best thermal and strength performance available in the UK domestic 

conservatory market. As tested by the BBA.

With unrivalled looks and thermal performance, the Atlas Flat Rooflight is the 
ultimate glazed flat rooflight designed to throw maximum light into any home. 

The Atlas Flat Rooflight brings stylish ambience to a home and its 
minimalistic roof frame ensures that it suits any style property.

With fewer and slimmer bars than other systems, the Ultrasky Lantern has 
the flexibility to respond to your design aspirations. If you're building a flat 

roof extension with lantern, such as a house extension or orangery, you are 
sure to create a sense of interior space.

Add a sense of light and elegance to your home with a flat skylight. Our 
innovative rooflight appears frameless from the inside, due to its edge to 
edge glass design. This contemporary design brings more light into your 

home, giving you uninterrupted views of the sky.

Prices you CANNOT miss out on!

1000 x 
2000 ONLY 

£890*

1000 x 
2000 ONLY 

£1155*

1000 X 
2000 ONLY 

£985*

*Exc vat 1.2 U Value Glass


